
The CFO's Guide to  
HR and Payroll Solutions

Learn what the right solution has to offer



New technology holds a lot of promise but can also 
eat up time and resources. Avoid costly buyer’s  
remorse by finding the right solution for your  
business at the start.  

At one time, out-of-the-box solutions that met one very specific need might have 
done the trick. But today’s businesses need technology that can check multiple boxes 
and scale with growth. As your HR team investigates solutions to streamline and 
modernize their operations, understanding and aligning your priorities will help you 
choose a solution that works for you today and well beyond tomorrow. 

This guide will help translate the capabilities of an all-in-one HR and payroll platform 
into benefits for the overall business through a CFO’s lens. Use it to discern the 
difference in how potential providers help you achieve these goals. 

• Improve efficiency while also driving productivity.

• Understand and optimize your total cost of workforce (TCOW).

• Maximize your profitability by minimizing costs.

• Accurately and confidently forecast and budget with data.

• Prepare your business for tomorrow with ready-to-go solutions today.



Drive Efficiency  
and Productivity
Inefficient processes erode your bottom line and increase your risk for error, 
whether it’s on a production floor, in your payroll operations, or in workflows 
across multiple departments. Manual, paper-based processes are also time-
consuming, redundant, and error-prone.

The IRS estimates “33% of employers make payroll errors costing billions of 
dollars annually.”1 By addressing errors like these, you avoid wasting staff 
time on investigating and correcting errors from last week’s tasks rather than 
moving on to the next.

For HR teams, an HCM solution releases them from piles of paper, allowing them to focus on 
creating and delivering a better employee experience to boost retention and recruitment. 
Even benefits administration can be streamlined for administrators (and employees), boosting 
participation and enabling your teams to better tailor offerings. For employees, an easy-
to-use, mobile-friendly platform enables them to easily manage their personal information, 
schedules, and more, from anywhere, any time.

1 https://www.business2community.com/human-resources/payroll-errors-cost-money-fix-01906305

“It used to take multiple staff members close to three full days to process and reconcile 
payroll every period. With Paylocity, it takes one team member no more than 90 minutes 
to complete it from start to end.”

- Peter Chen, Vice President, Finance

Meet The Kennedy Group.
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Understand and Optimize TCOW
Turnover has major impact on your TCOW, and it’s estimated to cost as much as 33% of a worker’s annual 
salary.2 Companies can head off out-of-control recruiting and onboarding expenses by monitoring critical 
workforce metrics like turnover rates and retention risk. Understanding which departments, job titles, and 
teams underperform in these key areas, for example, empowers leadership to more effectively address 
bad employee experience and reputation. 

By centralizing labor cost data, decision makers can more readily access critical data to optimize those 
costs by addressing overspending. A Deloitte study revealed that organizations can save an average of 
$200–$800 per hourly employee every year by finding and fixing the sources, from overtime to missed 
punches to pay code edits.3 

Big impacts can be realized by making systematic changes, which can be identified by trend data, 
another benefit to a centralized system. Compensation management, for example, gives leadership a 
bird’s-eye view into key drivers of job satisfaction and empowers you to make more informed, conscious 
decisions on pay. Today’s employees require transparency and parity, and solutions with robust data 
capabilities prepare you to answer that call.

3 https://wwd.com/business-news/retail/deloitte-mit-labor-costs-11077064/

“I was able to use it most recently when our Director of Finance asked me to pull a 
turnover report. I was able to hop in and pull out the data in a matter of minutes.” 

Morgan Kyle, Senior Finance Associate

Meet Creative Consumer Concepts.

2 https://www.benefitnews.com/news/avoidable-turnover-costing-employers-big
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Maximize Profitability and  
Minimize Cost
Gaining and maintaining momentum in your business depends on your ability to effectively 
manage money coming in and going out. You need to base your decisions on data rather than 
assumptions. Gaining a clear line of sight into the total cost of workforce (TCOW) is as important 
as addressing any money leaks.4

In addition to standard metrics around salaries and benefits, TCOW includes the cost of people 
management, like accurate time tracking, training and development, and HR administrative 
time. And not to mention all the tools you use for employee engagement (think surveys and 
communication), performance management, collaboration, and more when you’re not using an 
all-in-one solution.

Minimizing unnecessary expenses like penalties for noncompliance can save you here, too. HR 
and payroll platforms give you a single system of record to centralize important documents, 
decreasing the risk of violations, audits, and penalties. Plus, it can automate compliance-
related workflows for complicated issues — like wage garnishment and ACA compliance — with 
technology that embeds rules specific to your business, industry, state, and country. This ensures 
that mission-critical work in important areas like time, labor, payroll, taxes, and more stays 
within required guidelines.

4 https://www.shrm.org/hr-today/news/hr-magazine/0617/pages/how-to-calculate-total-cost-of-workforce.aspx

“Paylocity delivers a full-featured, intuitive user interface combined with consistently 
reliable performance. […] With the integrated application-tracking and electronic 
onboarding, our business has easily trimmed more than 2,000 man-hours.” 

- Steve Foster, Vice President, CFO, Director of HR and IT, NorthStone Country Club 

Read more customer reviews on G2.
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Bring Forecasting Into Focus
To thrive in fast-paced, competitive markets, businesses must be able to keep 
their sights set forward rather than being bogged down by the fires that flare 
up each new day. HR managers report spending the bulk of their time on 
building custom reports for ad hoc requests, validating data accuracy across 
reports and merging data from multiple sources. And even then, the majority 
of those managers say their data is just “somewhat reliable” (58.1%) or “very 
reliable” (17.7%).5

5 https://itelligencegroup.com/us/local-blog/hr-analytics/

All-in-one platforms save you precious time by centralizing critical functionalities and 
information that also empower you with the data to drive strategic decisions. Accurate 
budgeting and forecasting are critical to achieving your long-term sustainability goals,  
and easy reporting capabilities and customized dashboard analytics put those within reach. 

For example, visibility into the number of open jobs informs estimates of future onboarding 
expenses. Position management insights help drive staffing decisions and predict upcoming 
compensation changes. But access to data like this alone cannot power fast, impactful 
decision making. The ability to view real-time, visualized data brings these key metrics to  
life for easy consumption and sharing without burdening staff with manual and time-
consuming reporting.

“I can pull data immediately and that informs better decisions. With our previous 
provider it was nearly impossible to pull data. With Paylocity, anything I am 
looking for, I can pull out for customized reporting.”

- Crystal Balentine, Senior Vice President and HR Officer 

Meet FNB Bank.
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The demands of the modern workforce and workplace continue to evolve, but tailored, cloud-based systems 
offer the flexibility to right-size a solution that expands and adapts with the ebbs and flows of your business. 
Employees want to connect, collaborate, and learn easily and meaningfully from anywhere. They also 
expect employers to demonstrate transparency and social responsibility. Amidst all these, you still need to 
drive productivity and your bottom line. 

Agile solutions backed by powerful data help your organization accomplish it all. A recent survey found 
that U.S. employers may be losing up to $1.8 trillion in wasted productivity due to aging infrastructure 
and outdated technology.6 The wrong technology can be as costly as not enough technology, too. In fact, 
a study by 1E found that “on average, each computer in every office around the world has about $259 of 
unnecessary, unwanted, or unused software on it.” They estimated $30 billion was wasted in the U.S. alone 
over the course of the four-year study.7

Cloud-based software enables businesses to have the most up-to-date technology, adapt quickly with the 
flexibility of adding new capabilities quickly, collaborate across teams and locations easily, and maintain 
data security. Enhanced, integrated tools like surveys, video, social collaboration, learning management, 
and performance add up to a formidable competitive advantage.

7 https://www.cio.com/article/3024420/the-real-cost-of-unused-software-will-shock-you.html

Ready for Tomorrow, Today

6 https://www.hrdive.com/news/outdated-tech-may-be-costing-us-employers-18t-thanks-to-repetitive-tasks/414819/

“Paylocity is in touch with what is going on in the world and how it impacts your business and 
employees. They were quick to provide reports that simplified applying for PPP loan, report the  
new sick pay required and community provides a resource where employees can communicate.”

- Teri Robertson, Chief Financial Officer, Structural and Steel Products

Read more customer reviews on G2.
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Powered by our culture of caring, our modern 
workforce solutions set you up for success today 
and well beyond tomorrow.

Paylocity solves today's employee lifecycle and collaboration challenges and 
helps drive future organizational success by expanding meaningful HCM 
experiences through the highest-caliber technology and service. Our all-in-
one HR and payroll solutions combine next-generation collaborative video, 
engagement, and education tools with traditional HR, payroll, and regulatory 
expertise. Together with our best-in-class reputation for service, you have the 
partner you need every step of the way to meet and exceed modern workforce 
expectations while driving engagement, productivity and the bottom line.

Forward Together.

Want to learn more about Paylocity’s HR and payroll solutions?

Click here to get a guided tour of Paylocity  
in action with a solutions expert. 

https://www.paylocity.com/contact/request-a-demo/?utm_source=offline&utm_medium=content&utm_campaign=MWS_CSuite&utm_content=ebook_CFO_Guide 
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